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It is embarrassing how late we are in publishing this newsletter! The delay is a reflection of our ongoing
growing pains, where four of us are working to conduct events, build equipment, install systems, lead
workshops, and also keep the bills paid and the phones answered.
Make no mistake, we are not
complaining! But with the daily fires to fight, working on this humble report has been postponed more
times than I can say. Thank you for your patience as we catch up!
100 Years of Radionics!
While there is not a specific date associated with Dr. Albert Abrams’ discovery of the principles that would
lead to radionics, 2014 is the 100th anniversary of his first publication on the topic. Spondylotherapy:
Physio and Pharmacotherapy and Diagnostic Methods Based on a Study of Clinical Physiology was
originally published in San Francisco by Philopolis Press in 1910.
However, in the preface to the 5th
Edition in 1914, Dr. Abrams noted:
This edition has been enlarged to include Progressive Spondylotherapy for the years 1913 and 1914
and an address, Human Energy. The author ventures to hope that his new physic-clinical methods
which appear in the latter address may be the means of attaining greater precision in diagnosis.
To celebrate 100 years of radionics, this issue includes the first in a series of profiles of the instruments
and techniques employed by their inventors, including the Calbro Magnowave Hemodimagnometer and Dr.
Abrams’ Pathoclast.
Likewise, in this issue we are also focusing the spotlight on the brand-new “Free Radionics Library” located
at the “Books and DVDs” page of the KRT website. In this section of the site we have posted guides,
manuals, and key information about vintage and current radionic equipment for free download and use.
We are very grateful to JosephMax at the Aetheric Arts website for sharing electronic copies of T. Galen
Hieronymus’ book Cosmiculture, as well as Delawarr Laboratories’ Technique of Radionic Diagnosis. If this
information is useful, please visit the KRT site to download these books in their entirety, all at no cost:
www.kellyresearchtech.com/books.html
Learn something new today and grow!

